
Criterion A
Comprehending Spoken and Visual Text

Listening Viewing

This criterion focuses on texts that use images and oral language to present ideas.  Therefore, Cri-
terion A tasks assess your ability to understand, make meaning and connections with these types 
of text. 

Some examples of text types used for assessing Criterion A are:

r Video clips
r Podcasts with images
r Oral presentations with images

Criterion B
Comprehending Written Text

Reading

This criterion focuses on texts that use written text to present ideas.  Therefore, Criterion B tasks 
assess your ability to understand, make meaning and connections with these types of text. 

Some examples of text types used for assessing Criterion B are:

r Short stories
r Articles
r Brochures
r Websites
r Blogs

Criterion C
Communicating in response to spoken and/or written and/or 
visual text

Speaking Writing

This criterion focuses on how well you communicate, 
orally or in written form.  When assesing Criterion C, we 
look at how you interact in different situations and how 
you express a variety of ideas for different purposes.

Some examples of tasks where Criterion C is assessed are:

r An interactive oral task where you have a conversation with the teacher based on a prompt.
r A writing task where you write a magazine article after visiting a place.
r An interactive oral task where you do an oral presentation followed by Q&A.
r A writing task where you write a short story.

Criterion D
Using language in spoken or written form

Language

This criterion focuses on the correct and appropriate use of language for different audiences 
and purposes.  When assessing Criterion D, we will look at how you organize your ideas and 
the grammar structures and vocabulary you choose to use and how you use them.  We will also 
look at your spelling, punctuation and capitalization when writing, and your pronunciation and 
intonation when speaking.

In order to get a comprehensive view of how well you can 
communicate when speaking and writing, Criteria C and D are 
always assessed together. 
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